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In this short, readable and practical ‘how-to’ guide,leading green business expert and
consultant Gareth Kane revealseverything you need to know about making your
business green whileincreasing profits. He reveals hundreds of handy hints and tips
forgoing green, easy actions any business can take now to cut waste, bigchanges to
revolutionize your business processes, products and businessmodels, and green
success stories from business of all types and sizes.The Three Secrets of Green
Business isa highly accessible, practical guide to those who want tointroduce
sustainability into their business or organization quicklyand effectively.
These New editions of the successful, highly-illustrated study/revision guides have
been fully updated to meet the latest specification changes. Written by experienced
examiners, they contain in-depth coverage of the key information plus hints, tips and
guidance about how to achieve top grades in the A2 exams.
You may have watched hundreds of episodes of The Simpsons (and its sister show
Futurama) without ever realising that they contain enough maths to form an entire
university course. In The Simpsons and Their Mathematical Secrets, Simon Singh
explains how the brilliant writers, some of the mathematicians, have smuggled in
mathematical jokes throughout the cartoon's twenty-five year history, exploring
everything from to Mersenne primes, from Euler's equation to the unsolved riddle of P
vs. NP, from perfect numbers to narcissistic numbers, and much more. With wit, clarity
and a true fan's zeal, Singh analyses such memorable episodes as 'Bart the Genius'
and 'Homer3' to offer an entirely new insight into the most successful show in television
history.
The fast, easy way to build your math power Quick Business Math Steve Slavin's stepby-step approach offers: * Quick ways to do all kinds of business-math problems,
including basic arithmetic, algebra, percentages, and conversions * Specific, real-life
applications such as figuring discounts, calculating simple and compound interest,
reading balance sheets and income statements, and preparing graphs and charts *
Frequent quizzes that help you check your progress * A complete glossary of businessmath terms Quick Business Math is also packed with practice problems and examples
drawn from real-life business situations. It's the fastest, easiest way to gain the skills
you need.
New editions of the bestselling Revise GCSE Study Guides with a fresh new look and
updated content in line with curriculum changes. Revise GCSE contains everything
students need to achieve the GCSE grade they want. Each title has been written by a
GCSE examiner to help boost students' learning and focus their revision. Each title
provides complete curriculum coverage with clearly marked exam board labels so
students can easily adapt the content to fit the course they are studying. Revise GCSE
is an ideal course companion throughout a student's GCSE study and acts as the
ultimate Study Guide throughout their revision.
Written by examiners and practising teachers, this work offers study and homework
support throughout GCSE. It is useful as a reference source, a lesson back-up and a
revision guide.
Comprehensive guide on basic formulas & definitions for an introductory course in
business mathematics.
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This self-teaching manual reviews arithmetic skills as they apply to business
records and functions. Topics reviewed include fractions, decimals, calculating
percentages, the fundamentals of statistics and business graphics,
measurements in the English and metric systems, and applications of
mathematics to banking, investing, loans, and setting up a business. Barron’s
continues its ongoing project of updating, improving, and giving handsome new
designs to its popular list of Easy Way titles, now re-named Barron’s E-Z Series.
The new cover designs reflect the books’ brand-new page layouts, which feature
extensive two-color treatment, a fresh, modern typeface, and more graphic
material than ever. Charts, graphs, diagrams, instructive line illustrations, and
where appropriate, amusing cartoons help to make learning E-Z. Barron’s E-Z
books are self-teaching manuals focused to improve students’ grades across a
wide array of academic and practical subjects. For most subjects, the skill level
ranges between senior high school and college-101 standards. In addition to their
self-teaching value, these books are also widely used as textbooks or textbook
supplements in classroom settings. E-Z books review their subjects in detail,
using both short quizzes and longer tests to help students gauge their learning
progress. All exercises and tests come with answers. Subject heads and key
phrases are set in a second color as an easy reference aid.
Tess loves math because it's the one subject she can trust—there's always just
one right answer, and it never changes. But then she starts algebra and is
introduced to those pesky and mysterious variables, which seem to be
everywhere in eighth grade. When even your friends and parents can be
variables, how in the world do you find out the right answers to the really
important questions, like what to do about a boy you like or whom to tell when
someone's done something really bad? Will Tess's life ever stop changing long
enough for her to figure it all out?
A guide to every aspect of Salesforce.com covers such topics as using the
service cloud, promoting collaboration through Chatter, and establishing metrics
for social CRM performance.
The Mathematics of Secrets takes readers on a fascinating tour of the
mathematics behind cryptography—the science of sending secret messages.
Using a wide range of historical anecdotes and real-world examples, Joshua
Holden shows how mathematical principles underpin the ways that different
codes and ciphers work. He focuses on both code making and code breaking
and discusses most of the ancient and modern ciphers that are currently known.
He begins by looking at substitution ciphers, and then discusses how to introduce
flexibility and additional notation. Holden goes on to explore polyalphabetic
substitution ciphers, transposition ciphers, connections between ciphers and
computer encryption, stream ciphers, public-key ciphers, and ciphers involving
exponentiation. He concludes by looking at the future of ciphers and where
cryptography might be headed. The Mathematics of Secrets reveals the
mathematics working stealthily in the science of coded messages. A blog
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describing new developments and historical discoveries in cryptography related
to the material in this book is accessible at
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/10826.html.
Secrets of Business Math Using Excel! In the business world today, Microsoft
Excel is a common spreadsheet program that is being used for almost everything
from tracking employers wages to tracking account. The importance of excel to
business math can’t be overemphasized. If you are going to run your own
business efficiently or simply work at the front desk as an administrative
assistant, you will realize that one of the useful programs you need to be familiar
with is Excel. This means if you are learning business math you would probably
need to be proficient in using excel. To help you out and relieve you of any
trouble you can encounter when learning business math using excel we have
come up with a powerful product titled “Secrets of Business Math Using Excel.”
You might probably be wondering if our incredible short book is really what a buy.
Omg! You will be surprised to see the benefits you will enjoy by buying this book.
Let’s take a quick look at some of the benefits you can derive from it. You will
learn about the traditional method of calculating You will learn the functions of
latest excel while refining your math abilities It has great navigation index that
you can be used as a reference guide You will have the opportunity to put what
you have read into practice because our book does not take your time when
reading Each paragraph anticipate any likely questions that might be bothering
you about how to use excel for business math These and many more benefits
are waiting for you. You don’t have to drain your pocket or bank before getting
this book. It is affordable and suitable for all pockets. You can save $950 by
buying this book. Isn’t it amazing? No doubt, the result you will get from this
book is worth more than its price. We cannot argue the fact that this incredible
and powerful product might not contain comprehensive information about Excel
for business math. Our primary goal is to make sure you have a good knowledge
of the Secrets of Business Math Using Excel, put them to practice and obtain the
necessary growth in your business. The more you delay buying and making use
of the secrets in this book the more you are liable to be behind while your
competitors stay ahead. Why not purchase this winning book when you can. To
know the Secrets of Business Math Using Excel, click the buy button on the
upper right side of the page and obtain your copy of the book in just a single
click! Buy this product now and take your business to the next level.
How math helps us solve the universe's deepest mysteries One of the great
insights of science is that the universe has an underlying order. The supreme
goal of physicists is to understand this order through laws that describe the
behavior of the most basic particles and the forces between them. For centuries,
we have searched for these laws by studying the results of experiments. Since
the 1970s, however, experiments at the world's most powerful atom-smashers
have offered few new clues. So some of the world's leading physicists have
looked to a different source of insight: modern mathematics. These physicists are
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sometimes accused of doing 'fairy-tale physics', unrelated to the real world. But in
The Universe Speaks in Numbers, award-winning science writer and biographer
Farmelo argues that the physics they are doing is based squarely on the wellestablished principles of quantum theory and relativity, and part of a tradition
dating back to Isaac Newton. With unprecedented access to some of the world's
greatest scientific minds, Farmelo offers a vivid, behind-the-scenes account of
the blossoming relationship between mathematics and physics and the research
that could revolutionize our understanding of reality. A masterful account of the
some of the most groundbreaking ideas in physics in the past four decades. The
Universe Speaks in Numbers is essential reading for anyone interested in the
quest to discover the fundamental laws of nature.
Find success in finance, friendships, , and spirituality with the advice of a wellknown expert It's safe to say that nearly everyone is seeking a happier, more
successful life. So then why do so few attain it? Business Secrets from the Bible
proposes a new way to view and approach success—one based upon key
concepts from the Bible that are actually surprisingly simple. Written especially
for those seeking success in the realms of money, relationships, and spirituality,
this book encourages readers to realize their common mistakes, come to terms
with them, and turn those mistakes into future triumphs. Filled with concrete
advice for improved finances, spirituality, and connection, this resource takes a
practical approach and aims to change not just the minds, but the actions of
readers with a self-evident and persuasive pathway. Drawing on his wisdom and
knowledge of the Bible, the author reveals the clear link between making money
and spirituality, and urges readers to focus on self-discipline, integrity, and
character strength in order to achieve personal prosperity. Special emphasis is
given to establishing positive attitudes toward making money and adopting
effective Biblically-based strategies. Demonstrates how earnings and profits are
God's reward for forming relationships with others and serving them Stresses the
importance of service, sharing, change, leadership, and creating boundaries and
structures Encourages readers to focus on other people's desires and teaches
why and how to make connections with many people Suggests ways for readers
to transform themselves and continue toward success even in the face of fear
and uncertainty Attaining wealth and well-being is no longer a mystery. Let this
book identify and correct the errors that are keeping you from fulfillment and
happiness.
With a daunting industry-wide business failure rate, construction professionals need to
manage risk and finances as effectively as they manage projects and people. The
Secrets to Construction Business Success empowers contractors and other
professionals to defy the long odds threatening their stability, growth, and very survival.
Drawing on the authors’ more than eight decades of combined experience turning
around failing firms, this book provides a masterclass in structuring, managing, and
futureproofing a construction business. Chapters on measuring and responding to dips
in revenue equip executives to recognize and respond to the warning signs of financial
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distress while chapters on succession planning ensure that organizations survive their
founders’ departures. Sample documents and tools developed for the authors’
consulting practice offer field-tested solutions to organizational structure, forecasting,
and accounting challenges. A steady source of guidance in an industry with few
constants, The Secrets to Construction Business Success makes an invaluable addition
to any industry leader’s library.
From preeminent math personality and author of The Joy of x, a brilliant and endlessly
appealing explanation of calculus - how it works and why it makes our lives
immeasurably better. Without calculus, we wouldn't have cell phones, TV, GPS, or
ultrasound. We wouldn't have unraveled DNA or discovered Neptune or figured out how
to put 5,000 songs in your pocket. Though many of us were scared away from this
essential, engrossing subject in high school and college, Steven Strogatz's brilliantly
creative, down?to?earth history shows that calculus is not about complexity; it's about
simplicity. It harnesses an unreal number--infinity--to tackle real?world problems,
breaking them down into easier ones and then reassembling the answers into solutions
that feel miraculous. Infinite Powers recounts how calculus tantalized and thrilled its
inventors, starting with its first glimmers in ancient Greece and bringing us right up to
the discovery of gravitational waves (a phenomenon predicted by calculus). Strogatz
reveals how this form of math rose to the challenges of each age: how to determine the
area of a circle with only sand and a stick; how to explain why Mars goes "backwards"
sometimes; how to make electricity with magnets; how to ensure your rocket doesn't
miss the moon; how to turn the tide in the fight against AIDS. As Strogatz proves,
calculus is truly the language of the universe. By unveiling the principles of that
language, Infinite Powers makes us marvel at the world anew.
Now, it is easier than ever before to understand complex mathematical concepts and
formulas and how they relate to real-world business situations. All you have to do it
apply the handy information you will find in Business Math For Dummies. Featuring
practical practice problems to help you expand your skills, this book covers topics like
using percents to calculate increases and decreases, applying basic algebra to solve
proportions, and working with basic statistics to analyze raw data. Find solutions for
finance and payroll applications, including reading financial statements, calculating
wages and commissions, and strategic salary planning. Navigate fractions, decimals,
and percents in business and real estate transactions, and take fancy math skills to
work. You’ll be able to read graphs and tables and apply statistics and data analysis.
You’ll discover ways you can use math in finance and payroll investments, banking and
payroll, goods and services, and business facilities and operations. You’ll learn how to
calculate discounts and markup, use loans and credit, and understand the ins and outs
of math for business facilities and operations. You’ll be the company math whiz in no
time at all! Find out how to: Read graphs and tables Invest in the future Use loans and
credit Navigate bank accounts, insurance, budgets, and payroll Calculate discounts and
markup Measure properties and handle mortgages and loans Manage rental and
commercial properties Complete with lists of ten math shortcuts to do in meetings and
drive your coworkers nuts and ten tips for reading annual reports, Business MathFor
Dummies is your one-stop guide to solving math problems in business situations.
Revise AS AQA Psychology gives complete study support throughout the year. This
Study Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage
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plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the A2 exam.
Revise AS & A2 Mathematics gives complete study support throughout the two A Level
years. This Study Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course
coverage plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the exams
In girl-friendly terms, describes the importance of mathematics in everyday life and
offers advice on how to make learning math skills easier. Original.
Secrets of Business Math Using Excel!Andrei Besedin via PublishDrive
Revise AS Biology gives complete study support throughout the year. This Study Guide
matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage plus invaluable advice
on how to get the best results in the AS exam.
This work teaches business-management students all the basic mathematics used in a retail
business and follows the standard curriculum of Business Math courses.
Prepare yourself to change the way you look at numbers. Tricks in this book will teach you to
think like a math genius in a short time. Prepare yourself to be surprised and surprise your
friends with incredible calculations that you never thought you could master. This book will
teach you how to mentally solve operations faster than you ever imagined. It will teach you to
considerably improve your numerical memory and to make mathematics fun. You will learn to
mentally solve complex, by all appearances, operations; all you need is in this book, focused
on some very simple techniques to master them. You will be able to solve diverse additions
and subtractions, to multiply and divide three digit numbers quickly, and to determine squares all of that in the twinkling of an eye. No matter your age or your current capacity of calculating,
this book, written in a simple and accessible language, will allow you to do mental feats
effortlessly. Get ready to discover mathematics and to become a human calculator.
How to calculate almost anything in your head.Did you know that it's easier to add and subtract
from left to right, rather than the other way round?You can be taught to square a three-digit
number in seconds. Learn how to perform lightning calculations in your head, discover
methods of incredible memorisation and other feats of mental agility. Learn maths secrets for
the real world, from shopping to calculating a restaurant tip and figuring out gambling odds (or
how much you've won). Learn how to solve sudoku faster.
You can get there Where do you want to go? You might already be working in a business
setting. You may be looking to expand your skills. Or, you might be setting out on a new career
path. Wherever you want to go, Business Math will help you get there. Easy-to-read, practical,
and up-to-date, this text not only helps you learn fundamental mathematical concepts needed
for business, it also helps you master the core competencies and skills you need to succeed in
the classroom and beyond. The book's brief, modular format and variety of built-in learning
resources enable you to learn at your own pace and focus your studies. With this book, you will
be able to: * Understand the business uses of percent calculations. * Solve business problems
using algebraic equations. * Learn why stores markup and markdown their inventory. *
Calculate different types of discounts. * Examine different banking options. * Compare
personal, sales, and property taxes and the implications of taxing income, property, and retail
sales. * Calculate simple and compound interest and learn how each affects the future value of
money. * Explore the uses of promissory notes, mortgages, and credit cards and how to
calculate the cost of each. * Learn different ways to determine the loss of value of business
property and equipment, and the effect of depreciation on taxes. * Examine financial
statements and learn how to read the income statement and the balance sheet. * Learn how to
calculate the mean, median, mode, and range of data. Wiley Pathways helps you achieve your
goals When it comes to learning about business, not everyone is on the same path. But
everyone wants to succeed. The new Wiley Pathways series in Business helps you achieve
your goals with its brief, inviting format, clear language, and focus on core competencies and
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skills. The books in this series--Finance, Business Communication, Marketing, Business Math,
and Real Estate--offer a coordinated curriculum for learning business. Learn more at
www.wiley.com/go/pathways.
The 'Revise A2' study guides are written by examiners and contain in-depth course coverage
of the key information plus hints, tips and guidance. End of unit sample questions and model
answers provide essential practice to improve students exam technique.
These New editions of the successful, highly-illustrated study/revision guides have been fully
updated to meet the latest specification changes. Written by experienced examiners, they
contain in-depth coverage of the key information plus hints, tips and guidance about how to
achieve top grades in the A2 exams. Progress check questions test recall and understanding,
and end of unit sample questions and model answers provide essential practice to improve
students exam technique.
Whether you are a new dentist opening your first practice or an experienced dentist looking to
take your current practice to the next level, Dr. Edward Logan's new book on dental practice
growth will help you achieve your goals. Written by a dentist for dentists, Dentistry's Business
Secrets reveals the vital business truths Dr. Logan perfected while growing three successful
dental practices from scratch.
These simple math secrets and tricks will forever change how you look at the world of
numbers. Secrets of Mental Math will have you thinking like a math genius in no time. Get
ready to amaze your friends—and yourself—with incredible calculations you never thought you
could master, as renowned “mathemagician” Arthur Benjamin shares his techniques for
lightning-quick calculations and amazing number tricks. This book will teach you to do math in
your head faster than you ever thought possible, dramatically improve your memory for
numbers, and—maybe for the first time—make mathematics fun. Yes, even you can learn to do
seemingly complex equations in your head; all you need to learn are a few tricks. You’ll be
able to quickly multiply and divide triple digits, compute with fractions, and determine squares,
cubes, and roots without blinking an eye. No matter what your age or current math ability,
Secrets of Mental Math will allow you to perform fantastic feats of the mind effortlessly. This is
the math they never taught you in school.
Revise AS Maths gives complete study support throughout the year. This Study Guide
matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course coverage plus invaluable advice
on how to get the best results in the AS exam. *Provides frequent progress checks and exam
practice questions to consolidate learning*Contains invaluable advice and practice questions
for the exam*Includes examiner's tips and reveals how to achieve higher marks
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